Abstract: This work deals with the synchronization on Rank 3 graph. Rank 3 graphs have better symmetry properties. Reconstructing graph structure by utilized the orbit of symmetric properties of Rank 3 graph. Our main result in this paper is research the synchronization of Rank 3 graph by Kuramoto model, includes the lattice graph, triangular graph, and paley graph. The results show that the reduction Rank 3 graphs have better synchronization.
INTRODUCTION
Graphs are the natural theoretical model of computational networks and have close relationship with real networks [1] [2] [3] . Network features can be formulated and discussed via different graphs, like regular graphs, complete graphs, and others. Essential feature of graph reflect to the network and match the real network properties on some extent. Therefore, the computational networks performed distributed algorithms and enable processors to perform independent computations and communication with others through links with network nodes [4] . Among different classes of graphs Rank 3 graph are of special interest [5] , combining basic features of graph, such as trees and compete graphs. Rank 3 graphs include many graphs, this paper study a part of Rank 3 graphs are square lattice graph [4] , triangular graph [1, 3, 4] , paley graph [3] . Rank 3 graphs have rich symmetry. The more symmetry in graphs has, and the more automorphism of graph are [6, 7] . The synchronization study on graph has aroused the researcher attention with different research fields [8] [9] [10] . How to optimize the synchronization on graph few paper study it. The goal of this paper is utilizing the orbit in partition of automorphism and reducing the Rank 3 graph scale to reach better synchronization of reduction graph. The results show that the reduction graphs of Rank 3 have better synchronization than the original Rank 3 graphs.
SYMMETRY GRAPH

Symmetry Graph
A graph or network is denoted by H = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. To any node ( )
obviously, there has a isomorphism to identity map : ( ) ( ) V H V H [11] [12] [13] . We illustrate the concept through (Fig. 1) . There has a map
phism from H to itself [11] [12] [13] .
An autoorphisms of a graph H is a isomorphism from H to itself. We denote the set of automorphisms of graph H under composition operation as Aut(H). Fig. (1) shows Aut(H ) = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 }. The automorphisms group also is a permutation group. The set of all of permutation group base on n called symmetric group n S . The network is considered as symmetry if its underlying graph contains not only an identity permutation. Next, we will introduce the concepts of automorphism partition and orbit. Given the automorphism group acting on vertex set V, we can get a partition = {V 0 ,V 1 ,...,V k } , x R y 2). We call as optimization graph in this paper.
Synchronization
The synchronization of Kuramoto model [8, 14] : ( )
RANK 3 GRAPHS
A rank 3 graph is of symmetry and is a graph whose automorphism group transitive on vertices, in other words, it is a orbit graph of a rank 3 permutation group of even order [7] . A rank 3 permutation group is synchronizing if the orbit is core [13] . In following, we analyze the synchronization of orbit of series of rank 3 graph, including of square lattice graph, Triangular graphs, Paley graphs and Line Graphs of Projective Plane.
Square Lattice Graph
A graph is said to be a lattice graph if it is a node-induced sub-graph of the infinite lattice, that is, its vertex set is a subset of Z 2 and two vertices are connected whenever they are at distance 1 [15] . The more usual definition of a lattice graph [ ] Orbit i is the number of orbit. We simulated the synchronization of optimized network, original network and orbit by Eq. (3), as Fig. (4) . Data1 represent the synchronization of orbit, data2 represent the synchronization of original network and data3 represent the synchronization of optimized network. We found that the synchronization of optimized network better than the original network. Fig. (2) . Optimization graph. Fig. (3) . Square lattice graphs.
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Triangular Graphs
Graph is triangular ( ) T n if it is connected and each of its non-trivial cycle has a diagonal [15] . The vertices of ( ) T n are the 2-element subsets of {1,..., } n , two vertices are adjacent if the sets have non-empty intersection.
From the Fig. (5) we can known that each cycle in ( ) T n contains a triangle, then connected graph ( ) T n is triangular.
Connected sub-graphs of triangular graphs also are triangular [15] . The symmetry group of ( ) T n is n S . Take 4 T as the example, the orbit of 4 ( ) Aut T is ({0 3 5},{1 2 4}) , each orbit has the 3 nodes. We also view node in orbit as one node, the graph only has the 2 nodes, is very easy to achieve to synchronization. According to the equation (1), (2) 
Paley Graphs
The paley graph A( p) of order q with q a prime power is a graph on q nodes with two nodes adjacent if their difference is a square in the finite field GF(q) [19] , shown as Fig.  (7) . This is an undirected graph when q is congruent 1(mod 4), then ( ) A p is symmetric [15] . The orbit of
( ( ))
Aut A p is ( ) {0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0} . All of the node in the same orbit, we needn't optimize the network structure. The network synchronization shows as
Line Graphs of Projective Plane
In mathematics a projective space is a set of elements similar to the set ( ) P Fig. (7) . Paley graph.
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edge of the graph and connecting two vertices with an edge iff the corresponding edges of G meet at one or both endpoints. An example graph (black) and its corresponding line graph (red) are illustrated as Fig. (9) .
The orbits of ( ) Aut G are {{0 000},{2 2},{3 3}} , we also simulated the synchronization of orbits, optimization network and the whole network, shown as Fig. (10) . Data1 represent the synchronization of orbit of block node, data2 represent the synchronization of orbit of red node, data3 represent the synchronization of original network and data4 represent the synchronization of optimized network. The results show that the synchronization of optimized network better than original network synchronization.
Polar Space
In mathematics, in the field of combinatorics, a polar space of rank ( 3) n n , or projective index 1 n , consists of a set p, conventionally the set of points, together with certain subsets of p, called subspaces, that satisfy these axioms [13] :
The polar space graph show as Fig. (11) . In simulation, we take N = 9 as the example, the orbits of Aut(G) are {{0 000},{1 1 1 1},{4}}, we also simulated the synchronization of orbits, optimization network and the whole network, shown as Fig. (12) . 
CONCLUSION
The paper studies the synchronization of symmetry graphs. We introduced the concept of symmetry of networks. If a network has more autoorphisms graphs and a network is more symmetry. On the other hands, nodes have similar 
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properties in the orbit, we optimized the network structure by orbit, which is reducing the network size. This reduction network we called as optimization network. In this paper, first we analyze the synchronization of regular graph such as Rank 3 graphs. Some regular network, for example Square lattice graph, Triangular graphs, and Line Graphs of Projective Plane, these graphs have different orbits and enhance the synchronization is very easy. But Paley graphs, all nodes in the same orbit and we can't optimize the graph structure, but also reach the synchronization very well. The results show that symmetry structure can help to optimize the graphs topology and can enhance phase synchronization of graphs.
